Experience to transform your team
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Arkaro's experienced independent B2B consultants offer training, coaching and advice for business transformation
•

Are you looking to drive a transformation in your
business but need some help?

•

Do you need a sparring partner to help analyse
the situation and make the right choices?

An outside view brings new insights as well as a much needed
extra pair of hands. Arkaro’s experienced team understands the
challenges of transformation in businesses large and small.
Focussing on improvements across people, process and tools,
Arkaro delivers integrated solutions for lasting impactful results.

We don’t just coach – we get on the pitch with you!
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Strategy
Arkaro has partnered with Dr Pete Compo as a lead user to deliver the Emergent Approach™
for strategy design and implementation.

Been here?
•

•

People claim to understand the business strategy - but
cannot explain it in the same way
The strategy document is a large PowerPoint file that gets
looked at once a year (or never!)…

•

… with complicated spreadsheets and data that are poorly
understood

•

Still not clear what to do next?…. Strategies are often just
lists of aspirations & plans that do not inspire action.

How Arkaro can help
•

Distilling your strategy to 50 words or less & easily learned
by heart and internalised

•

A one page core strategy framework that is revisited when
triggered
Connect strategy to your monthly S&OP / IBP process to
ensure execution

•
•
•

Clear visibility on what matters - much less than think!
A good enough approach that makes the right choices &
regular updating practical

•

Use the Emergent Approach™ with the Five Disqualifiers™ of
strategy, Strategy Alternative Matrix and other techniques
to propel the organisation
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Business Transformation & Change Management
B2B Business transformation requires cross-functional team collaboration.
Experienced Independent Consultants can facilitate the change.
Been here?
•
•

•
•
•

Ever hired a big name consultancy and wondered if you
were left with little more than charts?
Do you have accountability for a transformation effort, but
lack the time to make it a success?

Why does execution seem so disconnected from strategy?
Frustrated that sales and supply can’t seem to
communicate leaving you with frustrated customers?
Why do we have so much cash tied up with the wrong
inventory in the wrong place?

How Arkaro can help
•
•
•

•

Establish a Project Management Office (PMO) to put order
into successful execution
Support project design and execution
Coach executives for better performance & project
execution

Integrate your business with Sales & Operations Planning
(S&OP) or Integrated Business Planning (IBP)
implementations to improve profits, secure better returns
on working capital and enhance customer satisfaction
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Commercial Excellence
Arkaro has experience in transforming commercial teams by working on mindset and behaviour transformation, skill
building and sustainable processes with powerful tools.

Recognise any of this in your business?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Top line not in line with expectations?
Driven cost out – but still need more margin growth?
Not enough share of customer wallet?
Competition still beating you?
Sales team seem to lack focus and motivation
Revenue forecasting remains a dream

How Arkaro can help
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transform sales team mindsets and behaviours
Help your team better understand customer needs
Develop winning value propositions
Segment your customer base for better service
Drive success with key performance indicators
Establish governance processes to embed best
practices
• Coach leaders to sustain gains
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Business Development
Arkaro’s experienced team can help you uncover new business opportunities and accelerate growth

Recognise any of this in your business?

• Ideas for growth often discussed but not acted on?
• Core team seem to spend all their time with core
business?
• Lack of industry connections to new markets?
• No possibility to increase headcount for growth
opportunities?

How Arkaro can help
• Rapid Market Assessment process to test new
business ideas
• Develop compelling value propositions &
winning business models
• Experienced resources with access to industry
relevant networks
• Flexible, variable project resources to suit your
budget
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Product Line Strategy and Profitability
Arkaro’s experience in B2B Product Management helps you optimise the tension between what customers want,
and are willing to pay for, and what you can make and sell profitably.

Recognise any of this in your business?
• Too much product complexity?
• A long product tail that no one wants to cut?
• Profitability pressures? Need to reduce working
capital?
• Pricing policy lacks skills & discipline leaving money
on the table
• Not sure what products & customers really drive
profit? ….. at the bottleneck?

How Arkaro can help

• Understand your product portfolio profitability
• Establish a product line strategy
• Build integrated processes to optimise the product
portfolio
• Connect the product management function with R&D
and innovation for successful product launches
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Innovation Strategy & Process
From start-ups to multi-national corporations, Arkaro can train and coach your team
for innovation strategy and process success.

Do you recognise this?

How Arkaro can help

• New products don’t meet expected revenues

• Assess your organisation’s innovation capability

• No process to understand what customers need?

• Facilitate development of innovation strategy

• R&D is working on too many projects

• Design effective ideation activities

• Innovation projects last forever without being alive

• Structure innovation process

or dead

• Coach your project teams
• Optimise your innovation project portfolio
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The Team
Mark Blackwell

Boyd Cushing

Makes science profitable with strategic vision and execution to deliver
both top-line growth and cost optimisation

Working with clients to build commercial capability and improve
business performance through practical, results-oriented solutions

With over 25 years of experience Mark has global line management
and consultancy experience across innovation, product
management, marketing, sales and supply chain built on strong
analytical capabilities and business acumen.
A 6 Sigma Black Belt, Mark was internal business consultant and
productivity business leader in DuPont covering a range of industries
including advanced materials, agriculture & speciality chemicals and
nutrition & health.
Mark is based in the Geneva, Switzerland area.

With over 35 years industry experience, including 12 years
consulting & coaching teams on Commercial Excellence, his B2B
industry experiences includes Agriculture, Animal Nutrition,
Automotive, Chemicals, Food & Beverage, Retail & Packaging &
Printing.
He is passionate about building true competitive advantage, so
business teams can win in their respective markets.
Boyd is based in Bath, United Kingdom.

Garrett Forsythe

Jean-Maurice Griffon

Focusing on change management processes to accelerate continuous
improvement

Shares his experiences to make better and more profitable business

Garrett has 40 years of experience in business and operational line
leadership and commercial operational improvement execution. He
has led and managed high hazard chemical processes, large capital
project teams, global supply chains, marketing and sales teams,
global business teams and six sigma improvement teams. He is
certified as a John Maxwell Team coach and trainer as well as a Six
Sigma master black belt.
Garrett is based in Georgia, USA

In 35 years mainly within DuPont, Jean-Maurice spent most of his
career in Engineering Polymers. He led global product and
business teams with two objectives: growth through innovation
and pricing optimization.
As a trainer, Jean Maurice is highly rated by participants thanks to
his vast knowledge of the business around the world.
A native French speaker Jean Maurice is based in the Geneva,
Switzerland area.
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Contact Arkaro
Mark Blackwell
+33 6 35 40 66 74
+41 79 464 2401
mark@arkaro.com
www.arkaro.com
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Making Science Profitable

http://www.arkaro.com

Email: mark@arkaro.com

